
Daniel
“I walked to the emergency room because my arm had swelled up. I had gotten a 

needle stuck in my arm a couple days before when I was using. I didn’t want to 

go [to the hospital]; I was so embarrassed. 

A nurse–I don’t know where she was from or if she knew I was Hispanic or 

nothing, but all she did was talk about how the Mexicans got away with this and 

got away with that ….I almost said that you need to shut the f up, don’t you know 

I am 100% Mexican? And it was humiliating because the first thing the medical 

team asked was, ‘how did you get the needle stuck in your arm?’ Umm duh? 

Could you say it any freaking louder? Everyone could hear everything through 

those hospital curtains.

Then my doctor came in and scolded me like crazy. He said stuff like ‘Aren’t you 

too old to be using drugs?’ and stuff like that. I bit my tongue and took a good ass 

chewing. I talked to my nurse and told her I did not want that doctor to return to 

my room otherwise I would kick him out. I never saw him again during the week I 

was in the hospital. I needed surgery to remove the needle and IV antibiotics for 

the bacteria in my blood.”

David
Camp Take Notice was a self-governing, grassroots tent

community of people experiencing homelessness located in

Ann Arbor. The camp offered an “alternative approach to the

traditional government and private systems that provide

shelter and basic resources for the homeless. Camp Take

Notice’s emphasis on community among camp members and

faith-based organizations is what set it apart from other

services.” It was disbanded by the Michigan Department of

Transportation in 2012. David lived at Camp Take Notice and

was involved in advocacy efforts regarding the needs of the

homeless community in Washtenaw county.

“I was working, and one of my friends was staying at Camp Take Notice. I went to 

visit him one day; there were 10 people living there at the time. He told me that this 

was a nice spot. They provide tents and a sleeping bag. He told me if I ever 

needed a place to go, I could come down here.

Two weeks later I lost my job…And so I stayed at the camp although I knew I 

couldn’t stay there forever. No one knew it was there, but somehow the news 

found out. The Ann Arbor news. TV stations. They wanted to interview people. So, 

Peggy [Camp Take Notice supporter] found me and said, ‘I want you to speak for 

the camp. I want you to say some words.’ So, I spoke with the news and at some 

city council meetings to tell them about the homeless here in America. I will never 

forget that I was so nervous… I told the council that any one of us can become 

homeless. I don’t understand why we are the richest country in the world, yet we 

have homelessness here in America. We would rather throw food away than give it 

to someone who really needs it. We would rather spend billions of dollars trying to 

go to space when we could be taking care of the homeless. If we took care of 

people here in America, we would have no problem helping the rest of the world. 

But how can we help the rest of the world, if we cannot take care of the people 

over here?”

Gary

“My wife Donna was on Section 8 [HUD housing voucher 

program]. After she passed, my son Tim and I were 

evicted from her apartment. The apartment was not in 

my or Tim’s names, and Donna and I hadn’t legally 

married. Then, from what I hear, they had a garage sale 

on the front lawn of all our stuff. You wouldn’t believe the 

stuff I left there. 

Tim stayed with his girlfriend, and I went to crash at 

Delonis. But, back then, Delonis used to require a 

breathalyzer test upon entry. If you blew numbers, they 

would not let you in. I always blew numbers, so I ended 

up sleeping in the park most of the time.”

…

“A couple years ago I started the tradition of releasing 

two balloons into the sky on the day Donna died. I signed 

my name and Tim’s on the balloons. I whispered to her 

“we love you; we miss you,” then let the balloons go. I 

watched the two balloons drift up into the clouds. 

I know Donna is in Heaven; so, I cannot screw up 

anymore. She ain’t gonna meet me in Hell, and I want to 

be back with her. We were together for 35 years, and 

believe me, I miss her so much. There is not a day that 

goes by that I don’t think about her.”

● Evidence suggests that engagement in artistic 

activities like writing can enhance mood, 

develop self-reflection skills, heal emotional 

injuries, build confidence, and increase 

understanding of oneself and others. In 

addition, patients who have written about their 

traumatic experiences exhibit improvements 

in physical and mental health. 

● Here we present our experiences in designing 

and executing storytelling workshops at a 

local homeless shelter. 

● The storytelling workshops aimed to improve 

mental health and connection to mental 

healthcare services; create a sense of 

belonging by building community; and provide 

an advocacy outlet by elevating these 

experiences in the form of digital and printed 

media.
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● The storytelling workshops consisted of 5 

sessions with a total of 28 participants. 

Adjustments were made after each session, 

based on participant feedback. 

● After completion of the storytelling workshop, 

participants could choose to share their work 

in the form of published online and/or print 

media through Groundcover News and the 

online journal Auxocardia.
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● The design of the storytelling workshop 

adapted from prior methods on writing, oral 

history, and digital storytelling. We first elicited 

feedback on the workshop curriculum from a 

small group of people with lived experiences 

of homelessness.

● We identified community organizations 

including the Delonis Center and houses of 

hospitality (Mercy House) to serve as the site 

for the workshops and places for building trust 

within the community.

● We included options for participants to interact 

in ways that were meaningful to them, 

including written, oral, and artistic expression 

and facilitated their creative outlet by 

connecting them with writing supplies, editing, 

etc. Our curriculum included prompts to guide 

reflection and discussion as well as safety 

procedures and qualitative feedback on the 

sessions from participants.
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Gracie
”Looking back … I felt different than everyone else at school. Even though, I was bullied, and I was made fun of …looking back, the reason was 

because I was different. And whatever that difference was, now I can realize it, right? The difference was, I was not the person matching my body. 

When I was a teenager, I realized that I wanted to be a parent because I had this enormous amount of desire to provide a child all the things I didn’t 

get. I felt like, as a neglected child, there are different ends of the spectrum – you’re either going to continue the neglect, continue being an abusive 

parent or you have an enormous desire to be different from what you were given. And that was me. I wanted to be a parent to 30 kids and make their 

lives so much better. I think of the humans that I have come into contact with as all of that. I realized ‘a kid’ is just an age. There is no limit on their 

need to be shown something different from what they’re used to.

I was always hunting for people to be empathetic towards me…the outcast, the most vulnerable, the most colorful person, I was attracted to them, 

and they were attracted to me. I felt good making someone feel good about themselves.”

Dusdee
“The car ran over me. 

I had been walking on the street

with an Austrian man. It was

December, and I had just turned

25. The German guy who was

driving–he was drunk. 

When I was on my back with the tire on top of me–my mind 

whispered, ‘Shiva [Deity in Hinduism/Buddhism], the tire is 

coming for my head!’ The first tire had already missed, running 

over my leg and back. The other tire was coming–my mind 

screamed: ‘Shiva, Shiva, what can I do?’ He told me to move 

my head to the left side. The second tire also missed.

Shiva tried to help me. He sent me to sleep, but my ears still 

listened. I was taken to the hospital. They checked X-rays–

nothing was broken. No bones, no bleeding–nothing! I had a 

small scab, but that was all!”

Reflection & Conclusion

● On a community level, this project has 

significant benefits for the participating 

individuals willing to share their story.

● In celebrating these stories in both a printed 

book and online media, we will create a 

sense of belonging and build a more 

positive community image of people 

experiencing homelessness.

● Creating a printed and digital anthology of 

these stories will also secondarily educate, 

inform, and support advocacy for the root 

causes of homelessness within the broader 

medical school and local communities.


